
BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS:
FROM TREE COMPACTION TO SAMPLING
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Abstract. Any Boolean function corresponds with a complete full binary decision tree.
This tree can in turn be represented in a maximally compact form as a direct acyclic graph
(dag) where common subtrees are factored and shared, keeping only one copy of each
unique subtree. This yields the celebrated and widely used structure called reduced ordered
binary decision diagram (robdd). We propose to revisit the classical compaction process to
give a new way of enumerating robdds of a given size without considering fully expanded
trees and the compaction step. Our method also provides an unranking procedure for the
set of robdds. As a by-product we get a random uniform and exhaustive sampler for
robdds for a given number of variables and size. For efficiency our algorithms rely on
a precomputation step. Finally, we give some key ideas to extend the approach to other
strategies of compaction, in relation with variants of bdds (namely qbdds and zbdds).
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1. Introduction

The representation of a Boolean function as a binary decision tree has been used for decades.
Its main benefit, compared to other representations like a truth table or a Boolean circuit, comes
from the underlying divide-and-conquer paradigm. Thirty years ago a new data structure emerged,
based on the compaction of binary decision trees [3]. Its takeoff has been so spectacular that
many variants of compacted structures have been developed, and called through many acronyms
like robdds [4], okfbdds [7], qobdds [23], zbdds [18], and many others. While most of the
data structures are central in the context of verification [24], they also appear, for example, in the
context of cryptography [15]. Some specific classes are also relevant to strategies for the resolution
of combinatorial problems (cf. [14, vol. 4]) like the classical satisfiability count problem.
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Figure 1. Two Ordered Re-
duced Binary Decision Diagrams
associated to the same Boolean
function. Nodes are labeled with
Boolean variables; left dotted
edges (resp. right solid edges)
are False links (resp. True
links)

One way to represent the different diagrams
consists in their embedding as directed acyclic
graphs dags. One reason for the existence of
all these variants of diagrams is due to the fact
that each dag correspondence has its own inter-
nal agency of the nodes and thus each represen-
tation is oriented towards a specific constraint.
For example, the case of Reduced Ordered Bi-
nary Decision Diagrams (robdds) is such that
the variables do appear in the same order along
any path from the source to any sink of the dag,
and furthermore, no two occurrences of the same
subgraph do appear in the structure. For such
structures and others, like qobdds or zbdds for
example, there is a canonical representation of
each Boolean function, and thus, once a struc-
ture is found for a fixed Boolean function, the
problem of improving the structure has no sense
anymore.

In order to get smaller dags the constraint of the fixed variable ordering along any path can be
relaxed as, for example, in the structures known as free-bdds [12]. But in 1996, it was proved in
the context of computational complexity that finding the optimal ordering is a NP-hard problem [1].
While several heuristics have been exhibited, e.g. [20] to find smaller structures, either by permuting
variables or by using other varieties of bdds [5, 8], the results have been only a qualified success. A
possible way to improve the global understanding of the compacted structures consists in exhibiting
their combinatorial properties. In his book [14] Knuth proves or recalls combinatorial results, like
properties for the profile of a robdd, or the way to combine two structures to represent a more
complex function. However, one notes an unseemly fact. To the best of our knowledge there are
no results about the distribution of the Boolean functions according to their robdd size.

In this paper we study the compaction process that takes a binary decision tree and outputs its
compacted form, the robdd. This combinatorial study allows then to exhibit the key points of the
process and gives a way of construction for robdds of a given size without the compaction step.
We further define a total order over the set of robdds and we propose both an unranking and an
exhaustive generation algorithm. The first one gives as a by-product a uniform random sampler for
robdds of a given number of variables and size. Obviously due to the understanding of the total
order for the structures, it can be biased it in order to generate structures with specific parameters
(for example the left substructure of the bdd satisfying a given truth table).

Due to the state space in the context of Boolean functions, 22k functions in k variables, the
analysis of the distribution functions according to k and their size n, becomes rapidly unfeasible.
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Our c++ implementation fully manages the case of 9 variables, that corresponds to approximately
10154 elements. In particular we obtain that for 9 Boolean variables, the number robdds of size
n “ 132 equals (the number is split on two lines for convenience)

193284945690398468158429040861051852682019123610737445046592593740336918872557752359{{
8884862388912050663541703532265322183008414844006128680960000000000000 « 10153,

Figure 2. Normalized distribu-
tions of robdds according to their
number of variables and size

that corresponds to approximately one sixth
of all robdds of 9 variables (the possible sizes
range from 3 to 143). Furthermore, robdds of
size between 125 and 143 represent more than
99.8% of all robdds.

Some combinatorial studies on related ques-
tions on compression of trees have been in-
vestigated. For the case of binary trees (and
other tree families representing for example
arithmetic expressions), the average ratio of
compaction has been first computed in the pa-
per by Flajolet et al. [9]. The results have
been completed later in [2, 19]. We also have
started a combinatorial study devoted to the
compacted binary tree structures in the pa-
per [11].

In the following, Section 2 introduces the combinatorics underlying the decision tree compaction.
Then, by using these results, Section 3 introduces a way to unambiguously specify the structure
of reduced ordered binary decision diagrams. We apply this strategy in Section 4 to obtain an
unranking algorithm for robdds. Finally, in Section 5 we explain how to adapt the approach first
to Boolean functions containing only essential variables, and then to other strategies of compaction
which are of interest for applications (qbdds or zbdds).

2. Decision diagrams as compacted trees

This section defines more precisely the context of the combinatorial structures we are interested
in. Almost all definitions and facts are detailed in the dedicated volume [14] of Knuth.
Boolean functions. A Boolean function in k variables is a mapping from tTrue, Falseuk to tTrue, Falseu.
We recall the classical result concerning the number of Boolean functions.

Fact 1. Let Fk be the number of Boolean functions in k variables: Fk “ 22k . The first terms of
the sequence are 2, 4, 16, 256, 65536, 4294967296, 18446744073709551616, . . .

There are functions in k variables that do not really depend on the k variables, think e.g. to
the projection px1, x2, . . . , xkq ÞÑ x1, whose evaluation is not modified if the truth value of some
variable xi (i ą 1) is modified. More formally, we define the notion of essential variable.

Definition 2. Let f be a Boolean function in k variables and x one of the variables. If the two
functions in pk´ 1q variables defined when the partial assignments for x are different, then x is an
essential variable for f . Otherwise x is an unessential variable for f .

Through the literature we observe many possibilities to represent Boolean functions, like Boolean
formulas in specific normal forms, Boolean circuits, truth tables, depending on the problem under
consideration. Each representation induces an efficient way to solve a given problem, but usually
it is not adapted for others. For example, to compute the Hamming weight of a function, i.e.
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the number of assignments such that the functions computes True, the truth table is much more
adequate than a representation as a circuit.

A typical operation is to evaluate a function for a given assignment of the variables. An efficient
way regarding time complexity consists in using a full binary decision tree, however this solution
is not space efficient. In the Figure 3 we have depicted, on the left hand-side, a decision tree of
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Figure 3. A decision tree and its compacted version

a Boolean function on 4 variables. For the assignment x1 “ True, x2 “ False, x3 “ False and
x4 “ True, we follow the path starting in the root x4, going to the right (using the solid edge –
meaning that x4 “ True) then leaving the node x3 with the dotted edge (meaning x3 “ False) and
so on. Thus, for the latter assignment the function computes False. Remark that the sequence of
labels of the leaves (from left to right) of the decision trees corresponds to the truth table of the
function for a given order of the variables.
Compaction and decision diagrams. Given the full binary decision tree, the structure can be com-
pacted by merging isomorphic substructures. More precisely, let us introduce the following com-
paction rules.
Definition 3. Let start with a binary decision tree, and let apply the following rules iteratively.
The nodes M and N are distinct nodes in the structure under consideration:

‚ M-rule: if M and N are roots of isomorphic subgraphs, then all the incoming edges of N
are replaced by pointers to M and N is deleted;

‚ R-rule: if N has both children pointing to the same node M , then all the incoming edges
of N are replaced by pointers to M and N is deleted;

Fact 4. The compaction rules M and R are confluent and the process of compaction terminates.
Definition 5. A reduced ordered binary decision diagram (robdd) is the unique structure, induced
by a given decision tree, applying to the extent possible the compaction rules M and R.

The robdd can be built from the decision tree with a single traversal of the tree. By apply-
ing this compaction process on the decision tree of Figure 3, we obtain the compacted structure
corresponding to the robdd presented on the left handside of Figure 1.

In other contexts, this compaction procedure is classically called the common subexpression
recognition and is used in particular through the compilation processes. As combinatorial studies in
this context, for the case of binary trees (and other tree families representing for example arithmetic
expressions), the average ratio of compaction has been first computed in the paper by Flajolet et
al. [9]. Finally, we have started a combinatorial study devoted to the compacted binary tree
structures in the paper [11].

Our goal in the rest of the section is to exhibit a strategy of compaction defined as a deterministic
way of applying rules M and R in order to derive some combinatorial properties of the compacted
structure. But first we need some further details.
Fact 6. An ordering of the variables being fixed, each Boolean function is represented by exactly
one single reduced ordered binary decision diagram.
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The result is almost direct, since for each ordering there is exactly one binary decision tree whose
compaction (introduced in Definition 5) defines a single binary decision diagram.

In the rest of the paper, we define the variable ordering to be xk, xk´1, . . . , x1. A reduced ordered
binary decision diagram according to this ordering will from now be denoted by bdd. Due to this
ordering, a bdd whose root is labeled by xk is representing a Boolean function in k variables and
for which the variable xk is essential. Analogously to tree structures, we define the root of a bdd
to be the single node of in-degree 0 and the two leaves to be the nodes of out-degree 0. They are
labeled by the constants True and False.

Definition 7. For each bdd, its size is the number of nodes (including both leaves) it contains.

Note, for a given Boolean function, by using two distinct variable orderings, the two reduced
ordered binary decision diagrams could be of different sizes. Figure 1 contains such an example.

Definition 8. Let B be a bdd with root-label xk. For every internal node, labeled by xi, we
define its index to be the integer i and its depth to be the integer k ´ i. For each leaf (labeled by
a constant), its index and depth are respectively 0 and k.

Abusively we define the index (resp. the depth) of a rooted substructure inside a bdd to be the
index (resp. the depth) of its root. Remark that neither the index, nor the depth of a node of a bdd
are necessarily equal to the longest path from that node to any leaf or to the root. Our definitions
are such that the for each node, the sum of its index and its depth is always k. In Figure 1 the
leftmost bdd has size 10, index 4, and it contains 3 distinct substructures of depth 2 and index 2
(all of them with a root labeled by x2).

Our first goal is to determine a constructive recurrence to enumerate the bdds combinatorial
class. In order to get a non ambiguous construction of the bdd, we introduce a deterministic way
for the compaction procedure: its major advantage is that it breaks the symmetry inside the bdd
structure, and thus the building procedure is easier to describe.

We start with the set of decision trees in k variables, based on the ordering xk, xk´1, . . . , x1, (thus
supposing that xk is an essential variable, i.e. both child-substructures of the root are distinct).
Otherwise we focus on the subtree rooted at x` such that ` is the greatest index satisfying x` is an
essential variable for the function. We construct the set of bdds in the following way.

Each decision tree is traversed by using the post-order traversal. At
the node ν under visit, its children have already been compacted as
bdds. If possible we apply rule R to the roots of the children of ν
(thus ν disappears), otherwise if another node µ (already seen during the
traversal), such that ν and µ are satisfying the rule M, we apply it and
ν is removed. Finally we continue the traversal.

Obviously at the end of the procedure, we obtain the bdd corresponding to the input decision tree.
By applying this compaction process on the decision tree of Figure 3, we obtain the compacted
structure presented on the right hand-side of the decision tree. This compacted structure is exactly
the bdd presented in the left of Figure 1 with a (slightly) different formatting. In Figure 3 the em-
phasis is put on the compaction process through the post-order traversal: only the first occurrence
of a bdd-substructure is kept in the final compacted structure. In the Figure 1, the formatting is
the classical one for bdds. The forward pointers in black are going to the children that have been
first visited during the post-order traversal. The backward pointers in red are going to the first
(and single-kept) occurrence of the child already seen during the traversal. Due to the post-order
traversal, all pointers are going to the left, inside the structure. By definition of bdds an edge
starting at index i goes to a substructure of index j with j ă i.

In Figure 4 we have depicted each step (building a new structure) in the compaction process.
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Figure 4. The building set associated to the decision tree of Figure 3

Definition 9. In a bdd, the binary tree containing all the nodes and induced by the forward
(black) edges is called the spine of the bdd.

Remark that the spine of a bdd is a planar binary tree: each node has either 0, 1 or 2 children,
where left (dotted) edges and right (solid) edges are distinguished.

Our first goal aims at giving an effective method to enumerate bdds with a chosen number k of
variables and size n. The naive algorithm to do this is the following:

‚ enumerate all the 22k Boolean functions;
‚ apply the compaction procedure;
‚ finally filter the bdds of size equal to the target size n.

We propose to give a combinatorial description of bdds which translates to a recurrence, providing
the basis for an enumeration algorithm avoiding the heavy enumeration of all Boolean functions on
k variables.

3. Recursive decomposition

This section introduces a canonical and unambiguous decomposition of the bdds in order to
prove a recursive formula for their enumeration. Although we have introduced our process as a
compaction of decision trees, this is just used as an artifact to easily visualize and understand the
compacted structures and the new type of substructures interacting with the bdds. But later on,
to count or to sample bdds, no decision tree will be used anymore.

In order to recall some classical properties but also to introduce new ones for the bdds seen as
combinatorial structures, we highlight some results in the Appendix 6.1. However these results are
not necessary to follow the core of the paper, thus the reader can decide to skip them.

We are now ready to introduce the notion of profile of a bdd that corresponds informally to its
size distribution.

Definition 10. The profile of a bdd of index k ě 1 is an integer vector such that the value of the
i-th component, i P t0, 1, . . . , k´1u, is the number of nodes labeled by xk´i in the bdd; furthermore
a last component is appended and is always 2 because both constants do appear in any bdd.

In our running example depicted in left hand-side of Figure 1 the profile is p1, 2, 3, 2, 2q.
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Let us now highlight an important fact in the bdd structure that makes the combinatorial class
of bdds hard to enumerate. In the context of classical recursive structures, let us say binary trees
for example, the structures can be decomposed as a root with two substructures that are themselves
binary trees. It is not the case for bdds.

Let us see a bdd as a compacted structure induced by a decision tree with the post-order traversal
compaction. Obviously by looking to our example in the right hand-side of Figure 3, the bdd has
its root labeled by x4, its left substructure is a bdd (all pointers are going to substructures that
are lying inside the bdd); but its right substructure is not closed in the following sense: some (red)
pointers starting in the right substructure (at nodes labeled either by x1 or x2) are going to the
left substructure.

This problematic recursive decomposition in mind we will decompose a bdd by focusing on the
post-order traversal. During the compaction process we construct a set of bdds. This set is called
the building set (it can be seen as a dynamical set during the compaction process). At the beginning,
the building set is the empty set. Due to the traversal, the two first bdds that are traversed and
that appear in the final compacted structure are the constants True and False (they can appear
in different orders according to the decision tree). Remark the special case in our example: the
leftmost structure in the decision tree rooted at x1 does not appear in the bdd because both its
leaves are equal to True), thus it is not added to the building set. During the traversal, each time
a new bdd is created, i.e. it does not yet belong to the building set, it is added to it. Note the
following important fact: once the two constants have been traversed, then each time a new bdd
is added to the building set, it is obtained by a combination of two bdds already belonging to the
building set. Eventually, some substructures of these two bdds are in common, and thus, obviously
only the one of the bdd used as the left substructure is kept. And in the right substructure a red
pointer (pointing to the relevant substructure that is kept) is added. See for example the sixth bdd
(at the end of the first raw) added in the building set in Figure 4, to observe the new red pointers
in the right substructure.

Note, once the compaction process is finished, the number of bdds in the building set is exactly
the size of the complete bdd: each element of the building set contributes for 1 to the bdd-size,
in fact in each bdd of the building set, the single new node appearing is its root. Finally, the
compaction process being finished, each bdd defines an unique building set: the single bdd with
the largest index is the complete bdd.

In order to distinguish sub-bdds that use red pointers, we define the following dedicated notion.

Definition 11. Let B be a bdd of index k ě 1 and ν one of its nodes of index h. The pool
associated to ν is the following set of bdds. Let ∆ν be the (fringe) subtree rooted at ν in the
spine of B. For all nodes µ with index at most h and visited before every nodes of ∆ν during the
post-order traversal of the spine of B, the bdd, rooted at µ from the building set, is added to the
pool of ν. Furthermore, as an extreme case, both constants True and False are supposed to always
belong to the pool.
The vector p of integers, called the pool-vector, with p “ pph, ph`1, . . . , pk´1, 2q, is such that ph`i
is the number of bdds of index ph` iq in the pool.

For example, in the bdd in the left hand-side of Figure 1, the root x4 is such that its subtree ∆x4
contains the whole spine and thus it is associated to the pool containing only the two constants,
thus its pool-vector is p0, 0, 0, 0, 2q. The rightmost node x3 is such that its subtree contains the
three rightmost internal nodes and thus is associated to a pool whose vector is p1, 2, 1, 2q. And the
second node x2 (in the middle) is associated to p1, 1, 2q.

Obviously, the pool associated to a node ν can be computed during the compaction process
when ν is visited (thanks to the post-order traversal). The (complete) spine only simplifies the
formalization of the pool definition, but it is not necessary.
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Our goal consists in enumerating and building bdds avoiding the compaction process, thus we
now take a constructive point of view while still focusing on the left/right dissymmetry induced by
the post-order traversal of the bdd.

Proposition 12. The left substructure of the root of a bdd contains all the information related to
the pool of the root of the right substructure of the bdd.

The constructive approach is obtained through an adaptation of the notion of a pool, discon-
necting it from the compaction process. In fact, note that the building set can be directly deduced
from a bdd, without considering its associated decision tree. We define an extension for the pools.

Definition 13. A pool P is a set of bdds corresponding to the union of the building sets of some
bdds.

A pool cannot be empty, it contains at least both constants. Furthermore, remark that a con-
straint could be relaxed and P could simply be a set of bdds, but to achieve our goal, the constrained
definition is sufficient.

Definition 14. Let k be a positive integer and P a pool. A pool-bdd is a bdd such that some of
its pointers (drawn in red) can point to bdds belonging to P.
If a substructure of the pool-bdd has an occurrence in the pool, it must necessarily be replaced by
a pointer to the relevant bdd from the pool.
The size of a pool-bdd is the number of nodes in its spine (linked through black edges, in particular,
its spine does not contain any constant).

The notion of colored edges could be avoided, it does not bring any information in the enumer-
ation problem. However it facilitates the understanding of the structure composition. We are now
ready to define the unambiguous structural decomposition of a pool-bdd relying on the post-order
traversal.

Theorem 15. Let B be a pool-bdd of index k ě 1 associated to a pool P. Let us denote by ν the
root of B and by n its size (with n ą 0). The left substructure B`, attached to ν, of index k̃ and
of size `, is a pool-bdd with pool P̃ containing all the bdds of P of index at most k̃, and the right
substructure attached to ν, of index k̄ is a pool-bdd of size pn´1´ `q with pool containing all bdds
of index at most k̄ in the union of P and the building set of B`. In the special cases when ` is 0,
then B` is just a pointer from ν to a bdd in P and when ` “ n´ 1, then Br is a pointer.

key-ideas. The fundamental idea is that a bdd present in the pool cannot be duplicated. Further-
more, when a red pointer is used to point an already seen bdd, or one present in the pool, the
pointer goes to the left (by supposing the pool to be pictured in the left of the pool-bdd) and the
destination node is deeper than the source node. �

Note that a bdd is nothing else than a specific pool-bdd.

Corollary 16. A bdd of size pn` 2q and index k is a pool-bdd of size n, with index k and relying
on the pool tTrue, Falseu.

From now we are interested in the enumeration problem related to the set of bdds: we aim at
determining how many bdds of index k and size pn` 2q there are.

Proposition 17. Let P and Q be two pools whose pool-vectors are both equal (denoted by p). The
number of pool-bdds based on P, of size n ě 1, and index k ě 1, is equal to the one of pool-bdds
based on Q (of size n and index k).

The basic idea is that the combinatorics in the context of bdds is induced by the spine structure
and the pointers starting in unary nodes and leaves.
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key-ideas. Let S be the spine of a pool-bdd that is built by using P. The number of pool-bdds
built by using P and having the spine S is only dependent on the numbers of structures encoded
in p, thus the latter is equal to the number of pool-bdds built with Q that have the same spine S.
By summing over all possible spines we prove the result. �

We thus are able to partition pool-bdds according to the set of pool-vectors.
Notation 3.1. We define Bn,p to be the number of pool-bdds, of size n ě 1 and index k, based on
all pools P whose pool-vectors are equal to p.

Obviously the number Bn,p0,...,0,2q, (the pool-profile p0, . . . , 0, 2q containing pk ` 1q components)
is equal to the number of bdds of size pn` 2q and index k.
Proposition 18. Summing the numbers of bdd of all possible sizes for indices up to k, we get

Fk ´ 2 “
k
ÿ

i“1

mi
ÿ

n“1
Bn,p0,...,0,2q,

the upper bounds, denoted by mi, are defined in Fact 24 and the pool-profiles p0, . . . , 0, 2q contain
pi` 1q components.
Proof. The expression Fk ´ 2 is the number of Boolean functions on k variables with at least one
of them being essential (the term ´2 corresponds to the forbidden constant functions). Let f be
one of this function, we define i to be the maximal index such that xi is essential for f . Then f
is represented by a bdd of index exactly i. The function is counted (exactly once) in

řmi
n“1 Bn,p

with the pool-vectors p being p0, . . . , 0, 2q and containing pi` 1q components. �

Definition 19. Let k ě k̃ ě 1 be two integers, and a pool P whose pool-vector is p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q.
A pool-bdd of index k̃ and pool P̃ (containing all bdds of P of index at most k̃) has the following
profile ppk̃ `αk̃, . . . , pk´1`αk´1, 2q where the αi’s are the numbers of nodes labeled by xk´i in the
spine of the pool-bdd.

The latter notion is the extension to pool-bdds of the profile of a bdd (introduced in the Defi-
nition 10). Remark that eventually not all elements of the pool are pointed by the nodes from the
spine of the pool-bdd. And recall that the size of the pool-bdd is αk̃ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αk´1.

We are now ready to enter the last stage to reach our goal consisting in the enumeration problem.
But first let us introduce some useful notations.
Notations 3.1. Let p and q be two integer vectors respectively equal to pp0, . . . , prq and pq0, . . . , qsq.
We define the concatenation of the vectors pp, qq to be the vector pp0, . . . , pr, q0, . . . , qsq. For two
vectors of the same size (here suppose r “ s) we define the sum p` q as pp0` q0, . . . , pr` qrq. The
prefix of length ph ` 1q of the vector p is denoted by ph and defined as pp0, . . . , phq. The suffix of
length ph` 1q and denoted by ph and ppr´h, . . . , prq. Finally, the norm of p is denoted by |p| and
is equal to p0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pr.

Let us now partition the set of pool-bdds according to their profiles. Let p and q be two pk`1q-
components vectors. The number of size-n pool-bdds with pools P (whose pool-vectors are equal
to p) and profiles q is denoted by Bq

n,p. In particular the number of bdds of size pn` 2q, index k
and profile q is Bq

n,p0,...,0,2q.

Proposition 20. Let n ě 1 and k ě 1 be two integers and a pool-vector p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q. The
set of profiles of size-n pool-bdds of index k, based on a pool with pool-vector p, is denoted by Pn,p,
and is partitioned as

Pn,p “
!

pp0 ` 1, p1 ` n1, . . . , pk´1 ` nk´1, 2q | with |n| “ n and @i, 1 ď i ď k ´ 1,

0 ď ni ď min
 

2i, ri ¨ pri ´ 1q ´ pi, n´si`1
2

(

)

,
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where we denote n “ p1, n1, . . . , nk´1, 0q and for all i, 1 ď i ď k´1, we define ri “ |pk´i´1`nk´i´1|
and si “ |nk´i´1|.

The detailed proof is given in Appendix 6.1. We are now ready to state the main theorem that
exhibits a combinatorial recurrence satisfied by the enumeration of pool-bdds.
Theorem 21. Let k ě 1 be a positive integer and p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q a vector containing pk ` 1q non-
negative integers. For n “ 1, 1 ď h ď k and q “ pqk´h, . . . , qk´1, 2q, we get

B1,q “ |qh´1| ¨
`

|qh´1| ´ 1
˘

´ qk´h.

For n ą 1,

Bn,p “|pk´1| ¨
k´1
ÿ

r“rlog2pnqs

Bn´1,pr
`

n´2
ÿ

i“1

k´1
ÿ

`“rlog2pi`1qs

ÿ

q PPi,p`

Bq
i,p`
¨

k´1
ÿ

r“rlog2pn´iqs

Bn´1´i,ppk´`´1,qqr

` pn´ 2` |pk´1|q ¨
k´1
ÿ

`“rlog2pnqs

Bn´1,p`
.

Proof. The number B1,q enumerates the pool-bdds of size 1 and index h. Its value corresponds to
all possibilities of pointing a pair of bdds of index less than h from the pool minus the pairs that
already appear in the pool and that are counted by qk´h.

When the size n is greater than 1, we are interested in Bn,p, the number of size-n pool-bdds
of index k. We decompose the size n in i and pn ´ 1 ´ iq to be respectively the size for the left
substructure and the one for the right one.
First when i “ 0 the left substructure is reduced to a pointer (we have |pk´1| possibilities) and
the size of the right substructure is positive, thus we cannot build a pool-bdd already present in
the pool. The right substructure is of size pn ´ 1q and of index r which varies between rlog2pnqs
corresponding to the full binary spine (as deep as possible) and pk´1q the maximal possible index.
When 1 ď i ă n ´ 1, then both substructures have a positive size. The index ` describes all
possibilities for the index of the left substructure (from the full binary spine, as deep as possible,
to the maximal possible index). In order to calculate the new available pointers possibilities for
the right substructure, we pay attention to the profile q of the left subtructure: thus we use the
numbers Bq

i,p` . The index r describes the range of indices for the right substructure. The pool
ppk´`´1,qqr corresponds to the r` 1 last components because the right substructure is of index r.
Finally, the case when i “ n ´ 1 is such that the right substructure is reduced to a pointer. The
left substructure is like in the previous case a pool-bdd, here of size pn ´ 1q and we do not care
about its profile, since the right pointer can point (almost) everywhere in the left substructure or
in the pool, thus only the whole size is important pn´ 2` |pk´1|q: the pointer cannot point to the
left-structure attached to the root. �

In Figure 2 we represent the normalized distributions of these sequences for 3 ď k ď 9. The color
is darker when k becomes larger, and the red point is the highest value for each k. In particular,
when k “ 9 more than 14% of the bdds have size 132 (the maximal one being 143), and the
proportion of functions with bdd-size larger than 124 is greater than 99.8%. Thus even for small
k, the proportions of functions with a big bdd are in accordance with the asymptotics [21].

4. Uniform random sampling through the unranking method

Using the classical recursive method for the generation of structures [25] we base our generation
approach on the recurrences exhibited in Theorem 21. Since the class of objects under study in
not decomposable in the Analytic Combinatorics’s way, we cannot not directly apply the advanced
techniques presented in [10] nor the approaches by Martínez and Molinero [16, 17]. We are interested
in the unranking generation of bdds and as by-products we obtain algorithms for the uniform
random sampling and the exhaustive generation.
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Algorithm 1 Unranking the bdd of a given rank
function Generate(rank, n, avail_nodes, current_node_id, forbid_pairs,

target_profile)
1: bdd_index := length(avail_nodes) Ź maximal index of the already built nodes
2: pool_profile := get_profile(forbid_pairs) Ź cf. fct get_profile
3: max_ind := length(pool_profile) - 1 Ź index of the node under construction

Ź Step 1: Managing both extreme cases
4: if n = 0 then
5: return (node_id, forbid_pairs, [avail_nodes[max_ind+1][rank]])

Ź builds a pointer to the
Ź pool-BDD with rank rank

6: if n = 1 then
7: (F, x, y) := unrank_pair(rank, avail_nodes[max_ind], forbid_pairs[max_ind]) Ź cf. fct unrank_pair
8: forbid_pairs[max_ind] := F Ź updates the forbidden pairs
9: for i from max_ind +1 to bdd_index-1 do Ź updates the available nodes
10: avail_nodes[i].append(node_id) Ź for greater indices
11: return (node_id+1, forbid_pairs, [node_id, [x], [y], max_ind])

Ź builds the new node with label
Ź node_id and pointers to x and y

Ź Step 2: Managing the classical case: n ą 1
12: (r, i, h_left, profile_left, h_right)

:= decompose(rank, n, pool_profile, target_profile) Ź cf. decompose
13: max_left := enum_bdd(i, pool_profile[:h_left+1])[profile_left] Ź cf. enum_bdd
14: r_left := r % max_left Ź determines the rank of the left and right
15: r_right := r // max_left Ź substructure by using an Euclidean division

Ź Step 3: Building of the left subBDD
16: (new_node_id, new_forbid_pairs, subBDD_left)

:= generate(r_left, i, avail_nodes, node_id, forbid_pairs[:h_left+1], profile_left)
17: new_forbid_pairs := extend(new_forbid_pairs, forbid_pairs)

Ź updates the forbidden pairs
Ź Step 4: Building of the right subBDD

18: (new_node_id, new_forbid_pairs_right, subBDD_right)
:= generate(r_right, n-1-i, avail_nodes, new_node_id,

new_forbid_pairs[:h_right+1], target_profile[:h_right+1])
19: new_forbid_pairs := extend(new_forbid_pairs_right, new_forbid_pairs)

Ź updates the forbidden pairs
Ź Step 5: Building of the result of the function

20: BDD := [new_node_id, subBDD_left, subBDD_right, max_ind]
21: for h from length(pool_profile) to length(avail_nodes)-1 do Ź updates the
22: avail_nodes[h].append(new_node_id) Ź available nodes
23: avail_nodes[h] := sort(avail_nodes[h])
24: new_forbid_pairs[max_ind] := insert_pair((subBDD_left[0], subBDD_right[0]),

new_forbid_pairs[max_ind])
25: return (new_node_id+1, new_forbid_pairs, BDD)

The unranking method needs the definition of a total order over the class of objects under
consideration: here we consider the bdds of given index and size. Once the order is set, it remains
to choose a rank (i.e. an integer between 0 and the total number of objects), and then to built the
single object associated to this rank. Obviously, when we are interested in the sampling, we cannot
afford the building of all the objects from rank 0 to r´ 1 in order to build the one of rank r. Thus
we must find a method to construct the object with rank r directly by using the combinatorics
associated to the total order and arithmetic properties of r. More precisely, once the unranking
algorithm is given, to obtain the exhaustive generation, it remains to build successively the objects
of all ranks. Due to the memoization during the unranking of a bdd, the exhaustive generation is
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efficient. Also to obtain an uniform random sampler, we just need to sample uniformly the rank of
an object, and then to build it.

In order to associate a rank to each object (with index k and size n) of the combinatorial class
under consideration we must know how many objects there are. Thus unranking algorithms need a
first step of pre-computations, done only once. Furthermore here we will use a recursive approach,
thus, as usually (see [10]) we must compute the whole distribution of the numbers of objects up to
index k and size n. But, since our objects are not decomposable in the sense of [10], these numbers
do not contain sufficiently information for the sampling. The study of Theorem 21 reveals the
necessity of a complete calculations of the numbers Bν,p, for all ν “ 1, . . . , pn´ 1q and all possible
profiles p (with pk ` 1q components).

In Theorem 21, the way of presentation of the recursive formula for Bν,p is adapted to the reader,
however technically it is not the best way for driving all the calculations. Thus the algorithmic
framework we will describe is not a direct implementation of the previous theorems.

First a memoization of the intermediate results is necessary to avoid the same computations to
be done a huge number of times. Furthermore, in order to compute all the Bν,p requested for a
given n and k, the direct application of the formula of Theorem 21 needs to filter all profiles q
valid for the left substructure and that can be combined with a right substructure to obtain the
whole structure with pool p. But finally we are enumerating all positive Bν,p, thus the filtering
operation is not necessary: for any profile q we just have to increment the suitable value of Bν,p̃
for the right profile p̃. Thus it is much more efficient to enumerate all left structure profiles of any
size (and partition them according to their pool) and then to enumerate all right structure profiles
of any size according to the possible pools obtained through the enumeration of the left structures.
Finally it remains to partition the results according to the complete pool of whole pool-bdds.

Proposition 22. The complexity (in the number of arithmetic operations) of the pre-computations
necessary to evaluate Bn,p is O

´

2
3
2k

2`k{k
¯

, where k is the index of p.

First, note that the numbers we are computing with are (very) big numbers (as seen before, of
order 22k). Furthermore, if we are interested in the bdds for Boolean functions in k variables, we
thus call an algorithm of exponential growth in 23{2 k2 , but recall that the state space of Boolean
functions is 22k thus our computation is much better than an exhaustive construction of all possi-
bilities.

key-ideas. We first compute the number P of profiles for all possible pools up to k variables and
size mk defined in Fact 24 as the maximal size for bdds of size k. Then we must compute the
number of pool-bdds with given pool and profile, thus we obtain P 2 as an upper bound (but all
possibilities are not often possible). Finally, for each size and profile we traverse all profiles and for
each possibility one multiplication is done: thus the total complexity is Opmk ¨ P

3q.
A first crude upper bound for P is the following. For each size n, we compute a weak composition

of n to insert in all possibilities n among a profile of k ` 1 components. This gives P “ 2k2 . In
order to obtain the stated value, we are using the following upper bound: for depth i the numbers
of nodes in the profile is between 0 and 2i (this is too much for the greatest values of i as we
have proved in Proposition 20). This is related to both sequences OEIS1 A028361, A131791 whose
asymptotic behavior closes the proof (with P “ 2

k2
2 ). �

Proposition 23. Once the pre-computations are done, the unranking (or uniform random sam-
pling) algorithm needs O

`

n ¨ |Pn,p0,...,0,2q|
˘

arithmetic operations to build a bdd2 of index k and size
n.

1OEIS is the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences: http://oeis.org.
2 The vector p0, . . . , 0, 2q contains pk ` 1q-components.
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First of all, remark that the worst case is when n is of order mk “ O
´

2
k
2 {k

¯

and this is the case
most of the time according to Figure 2. Furthermore is this context, the number of profiles if of
order 2

k2
2 . The key-idea is the following, for each of the n recursive calls, we must traverse at most

all profiles in order to decompose the substructures in its left and right part. In the Appendix 6.2
the input and output of the function Generate are described and also the sub-function that are
called by Generate.

5. Conclusion

As a conclusion a special highlight of the method we used must be given. First, by adapting
the combinatorial specification, thus the unranking algorithm, we manage to select the subclass
of Boolean functions whose variables are all essential. Their study is exhibited in Appendix 6.3.1.
Furthermore, our combinatorial analysis of the compaction process underlying bdds can be gener-
alized to study other kind of structures resulting of some compaction process. In the last part of
the Appendices (see 6.3.2 and 6.3.3) we underline this fact by exhibiting the same kind of results
for other kinds of decision diagrams, usually called qbdds or zbdds.

Finally in the same vein of study, a combinatorially analysis of the compaction of tries would be
a possible further work. Recall that tries, or digital trees are very common data structures, and
their tree-structure is now well known, cf. e.g. [6].
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6. Appendix

Let us start this Appendix section with the representation of two bdds, uniformly sampled at
random, among bdds of index 8 and size, respectively 62 et 79. The latter is of maximal size, thus
each level is full.
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Figure 5. Two uniformly sampled bdds of index 8
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6.1. Appendix related to Section 3: Recursive decomposition. We first describe some
combinatorial results, most of them are already known (the references are given below) but some
are new results.

For small values of k, one can easily compute the maximal sizes of the bdds of index k. In
particular, we get the maximal sizes of the bdds for index 1 ď k ď 10:

p3, 5, 7, 11, 19, 31, 47, 79, 143, 271, . . . q

Remark that this sequence has not yet been stored in OEIS. The following fact has been proved by
Knuth in [14, p. 234].

Fact 24. Let k ě 1. The maximal size of a bdd of index k, denoted by mk, is

mk “ 22tρku

` 2k´tρku ´ 1,

with ρk the solution of 22x´1
´

22x´1
´ 1

¯

“ 2k´x.

In order to give a taste of the rest of the section, here we present the key-ideas of the proof even
it is detailed in [14]. The main idea here consists in putting in each depth the maximum number of
nodes as possible (i.e. such that the main constraints of a bdd are not violated). Then it remains
to prove that such a profile does exist for some bdd.

Proof. We are interested in calculating the maximal size of a bdd of index k. In order to get a
structure as large as possible, each level contains as much as possible of nodes. For each index
i, we must take into account two structural constraints. The nodes under consideration must be
attached as leaves in the binary tree (ie. the spine) obtained by cutting the spine of the bdd at
the previous level. Thus from the top point of view, the maximal number of nodes of index i is
2k´i. From the bottom point of view we cannot create more nodes than the numbers of pairs of
distinct bdd built deeper in the structure. Thus we introduce the following sequence u0 “ 2 and
un`1 “ un ¨ pun ´ 1q that enumerates the possible pairs, in particular, at index i the important
term is uk´i. Thus we obtain the following cumulating value: mk “

řk
i“1 `i, ,with `1 “ 3 and

for i ą 1, `i “ min
!´

2`
ři´1
j“1 `j

¯

¨

´

1`
ři´1
j“1 `j

¯

, 2k´i
)

. Finally, ρk is the threshold where the
minimal value determining `i goes from one expression to the other. �

From the latter result we deduce the behavior of the maximal size of a bdd on k variables, when
k tends to infinity. This asymptotic result has already been settled in [22, 21], but with distinct
proofs.

Corollary 25. Asymptotically, when k is large the threshold ρk satisfies

ρk “
kÑ8

L
ÿ

`“0

P` pln kq
k` ln``1 2

`O

ˆ

lnL k
kL

˙

,

where the P`’s are computable polynomials of degree `. In particular

ρk “
kÑ8

ln k
ln 2 ´

ln k
k ln2 2

´
ln2 k

2k2 ln3 2
`

ln k
k2 ln3 2

´
ln3 k

3k3 ln4 2
`

3 ln2 k

2k3 ln4 2
´

ln k
k3 ln4 2

`O

ˆ

ln4 k

k4

˙

.

Thus we get mk “ Θ
´

2k`1

k

¯

.

The asymptotic behavior of mk was already known (cf. [21]), but we present a new proof of this
result in the Appendix 6.1.

Proof. First we prove the asymptotic development of ρk, which is the key-result for the behavior
of the numbers mk.
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Studying the equation satisfied by ρk we first exhibit the first order of its asymptotic behavior,
when k tends to infinity:

ρk “
kÑ8

ln k
ln 2 ` op1q.

We then obtain the next term by bootstrapping in the equation, 22x´1
´

22x´1
´ 1

¯

“ 2k´x, and
obtaining each time a more precise result for ρk. Finally, due to the shape of the equation, the
shape of the asymptotic development of ρk is direct.

Using the behavior of ρk we deduce the one of mk. But, because of the floor and ceiling function
appearing in the expression of mk, the sequence pmkqk has no limit when k tends to infinity. �

We are now interested in the whole profile of bdds and pool-bdds.

of Proposition 20. There are two distinct results to prove in this statement. Let us first prove the
upper bound for each ni and in a second time that all described profiles do appear among pool-bdd
of index k and pool p.

Let i be an integer in t1, . . . , k ´ 1u. The number ni corresponds to i-th depth of the pool-bdd,
i.e. the depth containing the labels xk´i.
The value 2i is the maximal number of nodes at level i in a complete binary tree (thus in a pool-bdd
also).
We define ri to be 2 `

řk´1
j“i`1 ppj ` njq, that corresponds to the total number of pool-bdd either

belonging to the pool or constructed earlier in the post-order traversal (with index smaller than i).
Obviously the expression ri ¨ pri´ 1q is the total number of possible pairs of bdds of index at most
i. To that value we must remove the number of pairs already built in the pool.
The upper bound n´si`1

2 is related to the fact that the new bdds, outside the pool, must be
connected at the end of the post-order traversal, i.e. in the global pool-bdd. Let us define
si “

řk´1
j“i`1 nj , it corresponds to the new bdds built in the greater levels (for smaller depths).

When focusing on structures in the level i we get the following constraint: ni ď n ´ si ´ ni ` 1.
In fact by building ni bdds it must remains enough nodes, i.e. pn ´ si ´ niq, for the levels above
i to connect these nodes of level i. Here, bdds in level i can be seen as the leaves of a binary tree
designed by the levels above. This justifies the bound ni ď n´ si ´ ni ` 1.
Thus, the minimum of the three latter bounds is an upper bound for value ni.

It remains to prove that for each profile in Pn,p, is the profile of at least one pool-bdd. A proof
by induction on the index of the poll-bdd is direct. �

2
2 8 2
2 16 60 88 74
2 24 174 872 3174 8928 17666 23280 11160
2 32 344 2960 21692 139904 801608 4054160 18027338 69381840 223877520 . . .

. . . 572592240 1074728520 1281360960 806420160 223534080 19958400

Figure 6. Distribution of bdds according to their number of variables (ě 1) and
size (ě 3)

In Figure 6 we give the first distribution of bdds according to their index and size. In the latter,
the value in the row 1 ď k ď 5 (the row k “ 5 is divided on two lines) and column 1 ď n ď 17
corresponds to the number of bdds of index k and size pn` 2q.
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6.2. Appendix related to Section 4: Uniform random sampling through the unranking
method. In order to unrank a pool-bdd, we call the function Generate that need the 6 following
inputs.

(1) rank: the rank of the pool-bdd we target to build;
(2) n: the size of the pool-bdd we are building (in fact, the real size of the built object is n` 2

because we do not count the two constants in the algorithm);
(3) avail_nodes: a list of lists of the identifiers; at index h the list contains all identifiers of

bdds whose index is larger or equal to h (for efficiency reason we could only save in the
h-th list the identifiers of bdds whose index is exactly h);

(4) current_node_id: the identifier for the next node (it corresponds to a fresh positive integer,
the smaller not already used);

(5) forbid_pairs: the list of list of pairs of identifiers, the h-th element of the list is a the list
of pairs of identifiers that already are the left and right substructures of a bdd from the
pool with index h;

(6) target_profile: the profile of the pool-bdd under construction.
The output of the function Generate is the triple of the following values:

(1) new_node_id: the next fresh positive integer (no yet used);
(2) new_forbid_pairs: the update of the list forbid_pairs;
(3) BDD: an encoding of the pool-bdd that has been built through that call to the function

Generate
Let us introduce the following example of a call to the function Generate.
The call Generatep14781, 8, rr0, 1s, r0, 1s, r0, 1s, r0, 1s, r0, 1ss, 2, rrs, rs, rs, rs, rss, p1, 2, 3, 2, 2qq produces
the following tuple:

p10,
rrp5, 8qs, rp3, 4q, p6, 7qs, rp1, 2q, p2, 0q, p2, 6qs, rp0, 1q, p1, 0qs, rss,
r9, r5, r3, r1s, r2, r0s, r1s, 1s, 2s, r4, r2s, r0s, 2s, 3s, r8, r6, r1s, r0s, 1s, r7, r2s, r6s, 2s, 3s, 4sq

3 4

5 8

7

2 6

9

1 0

Figure 7. Encoding of the
bdd from Figure 3

The two first elements of the tuple are neces-
sary for the recursive calls. The last element is
an encoding a the spine of the bdd, with some
extra information. The later encoding wan be
represented as the following DAG. In the encod-
ing, each node is represented as a list either of 4
elements or of a single one. In the case of 4 ele-
ments, the first one is the identifier of the node,
the two following elements are respectively the
root-node of the left substructure and the right one. The last element is the index of the current
node. If the list associated to the node contains a single element it is the identifier of the root-node
of a bdd that has already been construct during the prefix traversal.

Let us finally introduce the sub-function that are called trough the function Generate.
‚ get_profile: function that builds the profile of a bdd based on the list of pairs that have
already been built;

‚ unrank_pair: function that builds the pair px, yq of a given rank, avoiding already existing
pairs and updating the latter list;

‚ decompose: function that exhibits information of the substructures of a bdd of given
rank, pool_profile and target_profile;

‚ extend: function that prepends a list by the prefix of the second one in order that both
have the same length.
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6.3. Extensions to other strategies of compaction. By adapting our approach, we can easily
adapt our approach in order to cover subclasses of Boolean functions. Here for example, we exhibit
how to consider only Boolean functions on k variables such that all of them are essentials. In a
second time we extent our results to other classes of decision diagrams, in particular quasi reduced
bdd (qrbdd), or a zero suppressed bdd (zbdd).

6.3.1. Functions with only essential variables. We can completely adapt Section 3 and in particular
obtain extensions for Theorem 21. This section is devoted to function based only on essential
variables. Recall the Definition 2.
Fact 26. Let Ek be respectively the number of Boolean functions in k variables such that all k
variables are essential, then:

Ek “
k
ÿ

i“0
p´1qi

ˆ

k

i

˙

22k´i
.

The first terms of the sequence are 2, 2, 10, 218, 64594, 4294642034, 18446744047940725978, . . .
The fact can be proved by using the inclusion-exclusion principle (see [13, p. 69]).

Fact 27. Let f be a Boolean function in k variables, x one of the variables and T a decision tree
representing f . The variable x is essential for f if and only if there exists a subtree in T , rooted at
a node ν labeled by x, such that both children of ν are roots of distinct subtrees.

In the following we are interested in bdds of index k where all k variables are essential. Obviously
such pool-bdds have no component equal to 0 in their profile.
Proposition 28. The number of size-pn`2q bdd of index k, with k essential variables is En,p0,...,0,2q
and

Ek “
mk
ÿ

n“k

En,p0,...,0,2q,

the pool vector p0, . . . , 0, 2q containing pk ` 1q components.
In order to adapt Theorem 21 to the case of pool-bdds with only essential variables, we introduce

the following notation.
Notation 6.1. The number of size-n pool-bdd of index k with k essential variables, with pool
vector p and profile q is denoted by Eq

n,p.
Theorem 29. Let k ě 1 be a positive integer and p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q a vector containing pk ` 1q non-
negative integers. For n “ 1, 1 ď h ď k and q “ pqk´h, . . . , qk´1, 2q, we get

E1,q “ |qh´1| ¨
`

|qh´1| ´ 1
˘

´ qk´h, if @i P t1, . . . , h´ 1u, qk´i ą 0, and otherwise E1,q “ 0.
For n ą 1,

En,p “|pk´1| ¨
k´1
ÿ

r“maxthp,rlog2pnqsu

En´1,pr
`

n´2
ÿ

i“1

k´1
ÿ

`“rlog2pi`1qs

ÿ

q PPi,p`

Bq
i,p`
¨

k´1
ÿ

r“max
"

h
ppk´`´2,qq,

rlog2pn´iqs

*

En´1´i,ppk´`´1,qqr

` pn´ 2` |pk´1|q ¨
k´1
ÿ

`“maxthp,rlog2pnqsu

En´1,p`
.

where hq is the difference between k and the smallest positive index of the components equal to 0 in q, if it
exists, otherwise hq “ 0.
Key-ideas. The difference between Theorems 21 and 29 is the fact that in the latter case the profiles
of the whole structures have only non-zero components. This is ensured by mixing substructures
that are either classical pool-bdds and other ones that are enforced to have positive coefficients for
the indices where that are not used in the left substructure. Furthermore, we avoid to construct
substructures deep in the whole bdd and whose result would necessarily omit some variables. �
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6.3.2. Quasi-Reduced BDDs. Let start with a binary decision tree, and let apply some of the follow-
ing rules iteratively. The nodes M and N are distinct nodes in the structure under consideration:

‚ M-rule: if M and N are roots of isomorphic subgraphs, then all the incoming edges of N
are replaced by pointers to M and N is deleted;

‚ R-rule: if N has both children pointing to the same node M , then all the incoming edges
of N are replaced by pointers to M and N is deleted;

‚ Z-rule: if N has its right outgoing edge pointing to False, then all its incoming edges are
replaced by pointers to the left child of N and N is deleted.

Recall, by taking a binary decision diagram and applying as long as possible both M-rule or R-
rule, we obtain the robdd. Otherwise, by applying to the extent possible only the M-rule we
obtain tte qrbdd. Or, by applying to the extent possible both M-rule or Z-rule, we obtain the
zbdd.

Abusively in the following we use the same notations as before, even we are studying new
structures. In particular the number of Quasi-Reduced bdds of size pn`2q, index k and profile q is
Bq
n,p0,...,0,2q, and the total number of Quasi-Reduced bdds of size pn` 2q and index k is Bn,p0,...,0,2q.

Proposition 30. Let n ě 1 and k ě 1 be two integers and the pool-vector p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q.
The set of profiles of size-n pool-bdds of index k, based on a pools with pool-vectors p, is denoted
by Pn,p, and is partitioned as

Pn,p “

#

pp0 ` 1, p1 ` n1, . . . , pk´1 ` nk´1, 2q | with |n| “ n and @i, 1 ď i ď k ´ 1,

Qni`1

2

U

ď ni ď min
 

2i, ppi`1 ` ni`1q
2
´ pi,

n´ si ` 1
2

(

+

,

where we denote n “ p1, n1, . . . , nk´1, 0q and for all i, si “ |nk´i´1|.

Theorem 31. Let k ě 1 be a positive integer and p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, 2q a vector containing pk` 1q
non-negative integers.
For n “ 1, 1 ď h ď k and q “ pqk´h, . . . , qk´1, 2q, we get

B1,q “ q2
k´1´h ´ qk´h.

For n ą 1,

Bn,p “ p1 ¨Bn´1,pk´1 `

n´2
ÿ

i“1

ÿ

q PPi,pk´1

Bq
i,pk´1

¨Bn´1´i,ppp0q,qq ` pp1 ` 1q ¨Bn´1,pk´1 .

Remark: here, for each index k we get exactly one structure for each Boolean function of at most
k variables.

Corollary 32. A Quasi-Reduced bdd of size pn ` 2q and index k is pool-Quasi-Reduced-bdd of
size n, index k and relying on the pool reduced to tTrue, Falseu, with pool-vector p0, . . . , 0, 2q.

4
0 4 12
0 0 4 12 72 144 24
0 0 0 4 12 72 576 1752 10656 20736 31728

Figure 8. Distribution of Quasi-Reduced bdds according to their number of vari-
ables (ě 1) and size (ě 3)
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6.3.3. Zero-suppressed BDDs. The combinatorial meaning of the graph is distinct from the one of
bdds. Here we can have only one constant in the representation of non constant functions. Also
the notion of profile is a bit technical because of the fact that either only the True constant does
appear. Thus the size itself must be study with care. But in order to calculate the distribution of
the zbdds, we can take as un upper bound of the set of profiles the profiles of binary trees. Then
y recurrence, if a profile is not valid, automatically the number of zbdds with such profile will
be equal to zero. Thus the application of the following results is completely possible as it is also
explained in Section 4 for bdds.

Proposition 33. Let k ě 1 be a positive integer and p “ pp0, . . . , pk´1, pkq a vector containing pk ` 1q
non-negative integers.
For n “ 1, 1 ď h ď k and q “ pqk´h, . . . , qk´1, qkq, we get

B̃1,q “

"

|qh´1| ¨
`

|qh´1| ´ 1
˘

´ qk´h if qk “ 2
|qh´1|

2 ´ qk´h if qk “ 1.
For n ą 1,

B̃n,p “|pk´1| ¨
k´1
ÿ

r“rlog2pnqs

B̃n´1,pr
`

n´2
ÿ

i“1

k´1
ÿ

`“rlog2pi`1qs

ÿ

q PPi,p`

B̃q
i,p`
¨

k´1
ÿ

r“rlog2pn´iqs

B̃n´1´i,ppk´`´1,qqr

` pn´ pk ` |pk´1|q ¨
k´1
ÿ

`“rlog2pnqs

B̃n´1,p`
.

Theorem 34. Let n ě 2 and k ě 1. The number of Zero-suppressed-bdd of size n and level k are
as follows. The Z-bdd that do not contain the False constant are counted by

Bn,p0,...,0,1q “ B̃n´1,p0,...,0,1q.

The Z-bdd that do contain both constants are counted by
Bn,p0,...,0,2q “ B̃n´2,p0,...,0,2q ´ B̃n´2,p0,...,0,1q.

1 1
1 4 5 2
1 7 27 55 76 74
1 10 66 314 1137 3414 8568 17354 23256 11160

Figure 9. Distribution of Zero-suppressed bdds according to their number of vari-
ables (ě 1) and size (ě 2)
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